Pike Crash Kills 2 OSU Students

By Pj R. CARLSTED

Two men were killed in a one-car accident late Sunday near the campus of Oklahoma State University. The two men were identified as students of the university.

The accident occurred on the campus of the university, where the two men were killed. The cause of the accident is under investigation.

Jury Quickly Returns Ruling

Charles Aruty

Petides House Eyes Milder Bill On Housing

The House did not take up the state's housing bill today, according to House Speaker Charles Aruty, who was present at the session.

The bill would have mandated the establishment of a state housing authority, to be funded by the state and local governments.

However, Mr. Aruty said that he would withdraw the bill from consideration at this time.

The bill was not taken up due to the lack of support from both sides of the aisle.
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Car Demolished, Two Officers OK

By WES PENDLE

Two Oklahoma City police officers were critically injured last night when their police cruiser collided with a tractor-trailer.

The officers were seriously hurt in the accident, which occurred on the city's north side near a highway.

The truck driver was not injured.

Autry Found Innocent Of City Torch Death

By JIM EDDISON

A man who was charged with setting fire to the Oklahoma City police station has been found not guilty.

The man, who was 24 years old, was accused of setting the fire on the night of the incident.

He was found not guilty by a jury after a trial that lasted several days.

Rain Falls Over State

Rains fell over parts of Oklahoma on Friday, resulting in flooding and water damage in several areas.

The rain caused flooding in many areas, leading to the evacuation of some homes and businesses.

Heavy Airport Truck Toppled

By WES PENDLE

A truck carrying a car crashed into an old airport building.

The driver of the truck was injured in the accident.

The building was badly damaged.

Ops! Car Hits Stone

Two people were injured when a car crashed into a stone wall.

The driver of the car was seriously injured, while the passenger received minor injuries.

Tobacco And Your Health—Part 1

The 'Fag' Debate Continues To Rage

By RALPH D. GIBLER

A debate about the dangers of smoking "fags" has been ongoing for several years.

Many health organizations have been promoting the idea of not smoking "fags".

However, some individuals argue that smoking "fags" is not as harmful as smoking traditional cigarettes.

The debate continues to rage, with both sides presenting their arguments and evidence.

The American Cancer Society, for example, argues that smoking "fags" is just as harmful as smoking traditional cigarettes.
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The World In Brief

French Reds Back Soviet

Salon Says Prass Made
Rud's Rep

'Sieg Ball' Creates German

'Fiddle-Dee-Dee' Drama

World's New Trouble

Engineers Fly To Anguilla

Penneys Mall
ALABAMA FIRST QUALITY

The World In Brief

French Reds Back Soviet

French Reds are backing the Soviets in the new war in the Middle East.

Salon Says Prass Made Rud's Rep

A salon owner has accused Rud Prass of making a pass at her.

'Sieg Ball' Creates German

A Siegfeld ballroom dance contest created a stir in Germany.

'Fiddle-Dee-Dee' Drama

The Fiddle-Dee-Dee was the center of attention in the drama department.

World's New Trouble

A new international conflict has emerged in the world.

Engineers Fly To Anguilla

A team of engineers have been sent to Anguilla to assess the damage caused by a hurricane.

Penneys Mall

NOW SAVE 70.95!

Manufacturers Closeout!
BIG 20" INCH COLOR
ALL CHANNEL
CONSOLE TELEVISION
Orig. 469.95 Now
Only... $399

No Money Down, $15 Per Month!

SAVE 19.95

NO DOWN PAYMENT
USE PENNIES TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Penney's PIN-INCRED!®
AM/FM STEREO 10 Watt COMPONENT SYSTEM

$118

Nothing Down...6 Months!

SAVE 50% OFF UPON PURCHASE USE PENNIES TIME PAYMENT PLAN

$118

Monday Morning Automotive Specials! Save!

Not just a reliner...complete
Reliant Brake Overhaul

SPECIAL 34.88*

For Oscar Rose

Junior College

NO MONEY DOWN... USE PENNIES TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Shop And Compare!

Penneys' Faestest Motometered Mini

119.88

For Oscar Rose

Junior College

Call in now to reserve your Junior College offers! 1-800-822-2400

No Money Down... Use Pennies Time Payment Plan
Retired Brass Hiring By Contractors Blasted By Solon

ABM Foes Predict Defeat In Senate

Two More Killed In State Crashes

Woman At OU First To Hold National Post

Executive Given Post By Hospital

For Oscar Rose Junior College

a quick look at Globe Life's growth

GLOBE LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
FLORIDA'S LARGEST - ORIGIINAL GLOBE - ORIGIINAL TOLL
TOLL-LICENSED IN 39 STATES

WELCOME TO FLORIDA

REGISTER FOR FLORIDA VACATION

REGISTER FOR

TRANSPORTATION NOT INCLUDED
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Pioneer Medical Professor Dead
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Culp Supports Keller

In Runoff Election

November Keller
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Trade-Mart

Nation's Largest Factory Direct Manufacturer
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Super King Size 78" x 80"

You Save $169
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Golf Jackets
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WALDorf-Astoria
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Northwest Star Heads All-State Team

UCLA BOMBARDS PURDUE

Alcindor’s 37 Wraps Up Third Title In Row, 92-72

FLOYD FORGES AHEAD

9,300 Fans See
5-3 Blazer Win

Owls Corral NIT
National Wrestling Title Should Remain In State

Bass Signs Texas Tech Cage Pact

It's My Frost At Oskaloosa

Norman Track Team Triumphs

Ford Wins 4th Place At Sebring To Murray

Coach Hails Lew, Heitz

MITCHELL TOPS ALL-STATE STERS

Guthrie's Bob Griffin Named Top Mentor

Oklahoma's Best

Nats' Inability Has Ted Down

The Insurers

Open's List Of Exempts Sans Arnie

COUCHS SPLIT TWIN BILL

Buff's Gain Big 8 Sweep
Angels Boost GM Walsh For Rookie Award

Stoner Says James Ray ‘Not Guilty’

Evans Named Man Of Year

Rumors Could Halt New Orleans’ Pilot Sex Education Plan

89er Hopes For ‘69 Resting On Young, Familiar Names

Alcoholism Council To Meet March 31

Football Set For Troasper

Mummers Turns To ‘Hedda Gabler’
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In Ceremonies?
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A Workable Compromise, Students Say
Acrilan® Carpeting SALE!

Sears

SAVE 30%:
Sears Best Acrilan Carpets Withstands Even the Heaviest Traffic
(Previously 99¢-1.99¢)

Regular 149 99

Only 99 99

SAVE 27%:
Orlon® Acrylic Pile in 17 Decorator Colors

Regular 199 99

Only 79 99

In stock. Check for the Factory outlet; save $1.00.

Barnes

PERMA-PREST™ tablecloths smash the "spiller" barrier

Cardroom, Dining Room, Cocktails: "Look of Luxury"

SAVE $3.49

Sears

SAVE 5.10¢
Artificial Plants for Realistic Greenery

ROSE COLLEGE FATE W AITS TUESDAY VOTE

6 39

Rose State College has submitted its plans to the Oklahoma State Board of Regents, which will make a recommendation to the Oklahoma Board of Regents for Colleges.

C. C. McFarland, President of the Board of Regents, has announced that the Board's recommendation will be submitted to the State Board of Regents for Colleges.

The Board of Regents will consider the recommendation and make a decision.

The proposal to construct a new campus for Rose State College has been approved by the Board of Regents.

The new campus will be located on 150 acres of land that has been donated to the college by the city of Oklahoma City.

Construction is scheduled to begin immediately, and the new campus is expected to be completed by 1972.

The new campus will include a library, classroom facilities, dormitories, and athletic facilities.

The Board of Regents has allocated $15 million for the construction of the new campus.

The new campus will accommodate an enrollment of 1,500 students.
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'Clean-Air' Oklahoma Periled By Pollution

By LARRY RUCKL

The Oklahoma Journal

Urban Dwellers, Alert!
Trees Aren't Obsolete

Try A Trio

There's no substitute for trees. They're indispensable. The skeptics say trees spoil the view and obstruct the sun. I disagree. Trees don't want to see their neighbors. They want to see the sky. And what's wrong with the sun?

Landscaping Is At Hand

By ROGER PATINO

The News

Evaluation Of LBJ
To Highlight Parley

Lyndon B. Johnson's entire foreign policy is at stake at this conference. The outcome of the conference will determine whether the United States will continue to support the South Vietnamese government or withdraw its support.

Green Thumb Agent Saluted

The Oklahoman

Green Thumb Workers

Left to right: Dr. Charles Brown, Oklahoma City, owner of Green Thumb Landscaping; Mr. Kemp, Mr. Taylor, and Mr. Porter.

Real Estate Report

Lumber Cost Curbs 'Must'

By W.E. KIDD

The Oklahoman

Real Estate Report

Insurance Week Set
In State

Oil Briefs

By LARRY RUCKL

The Oklahoma Journal

IT IS PEOPLE THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

In Planning Your Program Of FINANCIAL SECURITY WHO HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN?

Your Wife
Your Bride
Your Retirement
Your Mortgage
Your Estate Taxes:

Oklahoma Farm Bureau, through The Security and Benefit Life Insurance Co., is ready to assist you in planning the Security Financial Program. FOR THE ANSWER TO ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS WRITE US CARD.

UNITED FOUNDERS
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

UNITED FOUNDERS LIFE TOWER - OKLAHOMA CITY, 73112

Ins. In Force $1,591,884,733
Assets $46,153,509
Total Income $38,515,182

1966 1967 1968

Assets

Total Income

Insurance In Force
### Complete Weekly Record Of New York Exchange Shares

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Opening Price</th>
<th>High Price</th>
<th>Low Price</th>
<th>Closing Price</th>
<th>Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar 14</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>ABC Corp.</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>52.50</td>
<td>49.75</td>
<td>51.25</td>
<td>2,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 15</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>XYZ Inc.</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>78.00</td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td>76.25</td>
<td>1,234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Continued on Page 5*

### Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange
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*Continued on Page 3*

### New York Stock Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
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*Continued on Page 4*
Fate Of Rose College Up To Voters Tuesday

RIVER PROJECT GOING GREAT
Boom Awaits On Waterway

Apartment Complex To Feature Water
Real Estate Report

Lumber Cost Curbs 'Must'

By ANNA KITAY

The United States, where nearly a third of the nation's annual lumber production is consumed, has seen a recent increase in lumber prices. This has led to widespread concern among homeowners and builders alike. The rise in lumber costs is due to various factors, including increased demand, limited supply, and global trade issues. As a result, many homeowners are facing higher costs for new construction and renovations. The lumber industry is urging consumers to consider alternative materials or to plan construction projects with a longer timeframe to mitigate the impact of these price increases.
It's Roundup Time!
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The Spirit Of Spring

Spring still shines in the eyes of the spirited, the youthful and the young. A new season brings with it a new sense of vitality and renewal. The crisp air and gentle breeze invigorate the soul, inspiring a sense of wonder and joy.

Al Rosenthal's
Plaid Fun

Plaid patterns are a classic springtime choice, bringing a touch of vintage charm to any outfit. These versatile designs can be seen in everything from casual dresses to chic suits. A plaid dress paired with a blazer or a plaid suit with a matching hat creates a stylish and classic look.

Downtown Arts Festival Set

Flair for autumn sets the scene in the downtown area. From fashion shows to live music, the festival offers a variety of entertainment options. Visitors can enjoy live performances, browse art exhibits, and indulge in delicious food and drinks. The atmosphere is vibrant and energetic, making it a must-visit destination for art lovers and enthusiasts.

Journal Entries

A new chapter in the life of fashion begins with the arrival of the latest season. The Fashion Style section offers insights into the latest trends and fashion forecasts. Readers can stay informed about the latest styles and trends, helping them stay ahead of the curve.

Flair by Gossard

Gossard's Flair $5

The Flair by Gossard is a classic bra style that has been a favorite among women for decades. This bra offers a comfortable fit and a flattering shape, making it a popular choice for everyday wear. The Flair comes in a variety of colors and styles, allowing women to find the perfect bra that suits their needs.

Rothschilds

Fashion Forecast:
the chic dress

Lilyette brings out the woman in you.

Lilyette is a chic dress that brings out the best in your figure. This elegant design is perfect for special occasions and events. The dress features a classic silhouette and a touch of vintage charm, making it a timeless and sophisticated choice.

Last Minute Stitching

Last minute wardrobe savior, Lilyette is a chic dress that brings out the best in your figure. This elegant design is perfect for special occasions and events. The dress features a classic silhouette and a touch of vintage charm, making it a timeless and sophisticated choice.

Cerry Ceres Comes in Paris

The chic Parisian style is once again in vogue, with designers incorporating classic French elements into their collections. The chic dress is a perfect example of this trend, offering a classic and timeless design that is both elegant and chic.

From Front Porch to Vest Night...

The camaraderie among friends and family is a cornerstone of the American spirit. Whether it's a casual gathering on the front porch or a formal event like a vest night, the spirit of togetherness and camaraderie is cherished.

Fashion Staff

The Fashion Staff is a team of dedicated experts who stay up-to-date with the latest fashion trends and forecasts. They are committed to bringing you the most current and relevant information, helping you stay ahead of the curve and stay fashionable.
Miss Drue Dillard To Wed Attorney In June Ceremony

Fashion Shows -- Beaucoup!

Strange Calls Awaken Blonde

Journal Entries
City Groups Greet Spring

Social Notes
Pair Plans Wedding Ceremony

TUNED TO THE THEME
from Canterbury

Drip Dry Dacron and Rayon Beauties for The First Flush of Spring and then on!
Gymnast's Hope: To Train 'Medalists'

In Paris Anti-Fashion Loses Ground?

In Paris Anti-Fashion Loses Ground?
It's Springtime...Sooner Couples Planning Wedding Ceremonies, Receptions

Alexander Lopez

Amarillo Daily News

We will have a wedding of the century, and at a great price in our Ollelmo City. I have chosen the Ollelmo City Club as the site for the wedding. The elegant ballroom will be the setting for the ceremonies. The reception will follow with a lavish buffet. The guests will be entertained by a live band and a dance floor. We are looking forward to a day filled with love and joy.

The way to top off Easter with a feminine blouse

softly...

5.98

Sears

CAR CARE SUPPLEMENT

Enjoy Safe,
Carefree Driving...

CARE FOR YOUR CAR

The road to pleasant motoring starts with a smooth-running car.
Here's how to travel in safety, economy, and comfort.
Responsibility Attached To Warranties

While some controversy rages over car owners' warranty rights, there is one area in which there is agreement. The manufacturer bears the responsibility for keeping his car in condition. Actually, even with the more liberal warranties of present parts, routine maintenance is always the responsibility of the owner. The warranty only covers defects in workmanship or materials. If the owner neglects to keep the car in condition, the warranty is void.

The major difference in 1968 car warranties lies in the length of time most parts (excluding tires and brakes) are covered. The warranty usually covers parts for a period of 12 months or 12,000 miles, or whichever comes first. To protect their warranties, dealers must do the following:

1. Change engine oil at intervals of 3,000 miles or exactly 3 months, whichever occurs first.
2. Replace the oil filter every 3,000 miles.
3. Inspect the engine every 6,000 miles.
4. Clean the carburetor and replace it if specified.
5. Check the oil, water, and transmission fluid at intervals of 3,000 miles or exactly 3 months, whichever comes first.
6. Inspect the brakes, steering, and suspension at 6,000 miles or every 6 months.
7. Inspect the fuel system every 6,000 miles or every 6 months.
8. Inspect the exhaust system every 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
9. Inspect the engine cooling system every 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
10. Inspect the engine vibration and noise at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
11. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
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43. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
44. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
45. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
46. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
47. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
48. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
49. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.
50. Inspect the engine and accessories at 12,000 miles or every 12 months.

Sights To Be Seen From U.S. Canadian Highways

Just look at the car window to see sights such as those you see in the right lane. Cross the border at Hinton Park along Highway 80, drive through the Rocky Mountains, see the Great Divide, and other sights. For a complete tour of Canada, check out the Appaloosa Trail in Alberta, Canada, and the Appalachian Trail in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. See these sights and more through the Mutual Funds.

Mutual Funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Name</th>
<th>P/E Ratio</th>
<th>Net Asset Value</th>
<th>Management Fee</th>
<th>Annual Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Fund A</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Fund B</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Fund C</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Fund D</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial Test Track Built 54 Years Ago

Proving grounds were established in the mid-1900s. Best production of the first test track built specifically to test and evaluate production vehicles was held by a Desert Bonus of the Public in 1917. A 15-mile paved track was used for tests involving high, wide, and narrow cars. Tests showed that cars were capable of reaching 100 mph on flat roads. Tests were also conducted to how through a road pit and jump around the track at all speeds.

An untuned car is horns in your ears.

Horns in your ears...a mixed appointment...a loud truck ride...a pounding head and a lot of other things to spool your driving. That's what an untuned car is.

Untuned car trouble results from old worn spark plugs in an untuned engine. The cure is quick and effective. It's a Champion Tune-Up—a new set of Champion spark plugs plus other basic tune-up items you may need.

Does your car have the Midwestern City Champion Air Conditioning Tune-Up? Does your car have the Midwestern City Champion Firestone Tires? If not—call now. Champion Tune-Up is a service at no cost to you. Champion Tune-Up gives you a free check of your car's tune-up and an opportunity to inspect the condition of your car. The heart of tune-up.

The heart of tune-up.
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR POLICE OFFICERS

AGE 21 to 35
STARTING SALARY $500

Employment

EXCEPTIONAL BENEFITS INCLUDE HOLIDAYS, SICK leave, vacation, and an outstanding retirement plan, plus opportunities for advancement. Applicants must have a high school education, plus a year of college or two years' experience in a related field. Minimum age is 21; age 25 preferred.

 применять

POLICE HEADQUARTERS

OCODY & SHARTEL

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

COMPUTER OPERATOR

Excellent opportunity for the City of Oklahoma City in electronic data processing. Some experience required. Salary range $460-550.

APPLY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

City of Oklahoma City

Phone or mail applications.

I'M TIRED

I need a job.

EXPERIENCED Real Estate Salesmen

People who want to work in a challenging environment are invited to apply.

EWireless

PROVIDER OF AMERICA

I'VE HEARD OF IT

PERMANENT POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE WITH OSAF INTERNATIONAL, AASA A 1 CO.

CARRY OUT YOUR DREAMS, GET IN THE FIELD OF DENTISTRY! JOIN THE DENTAL TECHNICIANS IN THE PROFESSION OF DENTISTRY! 850 WALTER DR., OKLAHOMA CITY 73121. CALL 236-5001.

APPLY TO

 Dare to dream, dare to do.

VIETNAM VETERANS

WE WILL HIRE YOU!

FREE TRAINING

EXPERIENCED

RECESSIONIST $350 per month

18-21

GIRL 18 TO 21

(ATTRACTIVE SIZE 5-7)

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR FULL TIME 3-DAY WEEK. APPLIES TO WOMEN WHO ARE INTERESTED IN WORKING IN CLEAR, CLEAN, AND DESIRABLE ENVIRONMENT. YOU WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR WASTE REMOVAL AND REPAIR. APPLIES TO CUSTOMER'S CAFE, 19TH AT ROCK, OKLAHOMA CITY. BOX C-170 OKLAHOMA JOURNAL.
THE OKLAHOMA BIG 3 CARS ARE HAVING A 30 DAY $3,000,000 CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH SAVE-IN!
The largest selection of new 69's in the history of Okla. City!

CHECK LIST

OVER 600 CARS IN STOCK!

Pick the Model of Your Choice... Then Get the Selling Price from One of the BIG 3

STAN LITTLETON
CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH

FRETWELL'S
GALE CABLE

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • IMPERIAL
4100 N. May Ave. 6100 N. May Ave. 7815 S. E.
6100 N. May Ave. WI-2045 2915 N. May Ave. 737-6421

2 lines-7 days-$2
Call OR 2-3322
Pop Option Sale!

PURCHASE ANY NEW CAR IN STOCK AND PAY ONLY ONE DOLLAR FOR FACTORY INSTALLED EXTRAS

(400 UNITS TO CHOOSE FROM) $1.00 EACH

THE MORE ACCESSORIES YOU BUY THE BIGGER THE BARGAIN!

- POWER STEERING $1.00 = VINYL TRIM $1.00
- POWER BRAKES $1.00 = POWER WINDOWS $1.00
- AM RADIO $1.00 = CONSOLE $1.00
- TINTED GLASS $1.00 = REAR SPEAKER $1.00
- WHITEWALL TIRES $1.00 = WHEEL COVERS $1.00
- VINYL ROOF $1.00 = BODY MOULDING $1.00

Excluding air conditioner & automatic transmission

LTD 4 Door SEDAN $3399

NEW 1969 FAIRLANE
HARDTOP SPECIAL POP-OPTION $2498

NEW 1969 FALCON
CLUB COUPE POP-OPTION SPECIAL $2195

NEW 1969 MUSTANG
POP-OPTION SPECIAL $2498

NEW 1969 TORINO
SPORT ROOF POP-OPTION SPECIAL $2697

NEW 1969 GALAXIE
INSTANT FINANCING $3385

FREE VINYL TOP
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY USED CAR. CHOOSE FROM 10 COLORS. WE ARE ABLE TO MAKE THIS DURABLE TOP THROUGH THE COURTESY OF "OLEG-QUIP VINYL ROOF CENTER"
210 N.W. Fifth

SPRINGTIME, 1969

Here Comes
The Circus!

It's that time of year again—circus time—when the Big Top and its excitement of tightrope walkers and fierce animals captures the imagination of everyone from Junior to Grandpa. And again this year the Shrine Temple Shrine will be presenting a three-ring circus, excitement on March 27-30 at State Fair Arena. In photo Mayor James Norick, long-time Shrine Temple Shrine, sits astride Junior the elephant, one of the Shrine Circus' top attractions.

Bus Horton
59th & So. PENN MU 1-6651

FUN GUIDE
The Original Entertainment Magazine for Fun-Loving Oklahomans

This Fun Week In Oklahoma City,
March 22-30, 1969
Film's Full of Redheads

Elliott Gould lost a wife and gained a producer's love at the same time. While his latest film, "The Long Goodbye," is missing from our reviews, perhaps the most welcome newcomer is Sandy Dennis. This is her first film with Elliott Gould. The duo was wonderful through their fingers. The Burt Reynolds في his role as "The Flying"—we know what's in store and it all works. The 100 punchy players, including William Holden and the late, great Ross Hunter, are all skillfully directing the film.

"When I saw them, I was very impressed," said one industry observer. "They gave me the feeling of a young, fresh, and talented team."

"The chemistry is wonderful," said another. "They bring something new to the screen."
Flood Recalls Costly Bel Air Fire

This was Los Angeles' first major fire disaster in a generation. On July 24, 1937, the city was hit by a severe windstorm, which caused a massive blast of wind that set off a series of explosions in Bel Air. The fire quickly spread out of control, burning through the entire neighborhood.

The fire was caused by a spark from the No. 353 electrical pole, which ignited a dry field near the crest of the ridge. The wind caused the flames to spread rapidly, and within an hour, the fire had taken hold of the entire area. The fire was so intense that it destroyed 400 homes and killed 13 people.

The fire also damaged many other structures, including schools, hospitals, and churches. The total cost of the fire was estimated at $10 million, which was equivalent to about $100 million in today's dollars. The fire also caused a great deal of psychological trauma to the residents of Bel Air, who were left homeless and without hope.

The fire was a wake-up call for the city, and it led to the creation of the Los Angeles Fire Department, which was established in 1938. The department was equipped with modern fire trucks and a fleet of airplanes, which were used to fight fires and prevent them from spreading.

In the years since the Bel Air fire, the city has implemented many safety measures to prevent such disasters from happening again. These include the installation of fire-resistant building codes, the establishment of emergency response plans, and the creation of a comprehensive fire prevention program.

In conclusion, the Bel Air fire was a tragic event that had a profound impact on the city of Los Angeles. It was a reminder of the power of nature and the need for preparedness and safety. Today, the city continues to work towards preventing such disasters from happening again, and its residents are better prepared to deal with the challenges they may face in the future.
**Country Music: Greatest Hits**

**By ROBERT HILLIARD**

The Oklahoma Oklahoman, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA, MARCH 5, 1968

**Artists And Their Music**

**Country Music: Greatest Hits**

**By ROBERT HILLIARD**

**ARTISTS AND THEIR MUSIC**

**Country Music: Greatest Hits**

**By ROBERT HILLIARD**

The Oklahoma Oklahoman, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA, MARCH 5, 1968

**NOMINATED FOR**

**BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!**

**BEST DIRECTOR!**

**CAST**

**BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS!**

**JACKIE WOODWARD!**

**BEST SCHOLARSHIP TO MUSIC!**

**BEST SCREENPLAY!**

**BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY!**

**BEST ACTOR/DIRECTION!**

**BEST CHOREOGRAPHY!**

**BEST COSTUME DESIGN!**

**BEST SONG ACHIEVEMENT!**

**OLIVER!**

**1968 Academy Awards!**
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Shed No Tears For Estelle Parsons

Until she made "Boys and Girls" Estelle Parsons has been a favorite of a great many off-Broadway talents, but her fame reached a new level when she made her Broadway debut in "Boys and Girls," by Edward Albee. In her new role as the mother in "Boys and Girls," she has developed a new and powerful presence on stage. She has been praised for her dramatic range and her ability to bring depth and intensity to her performances. Parsons has always been a versatile actress, and her latest role is no exception. She has continued to impress audiences with her powerful and emotive acting, and it is evident that she has not lost her touch. Parsons has been a source of inspiration to many aspiring actors, and her latest role is a testament to her talent and dedication. She has proven once again that she is one of the greatest actresses of her generation.
Enjoy! Enjoy! Enjoy! 4 p.m. Sunday state Capitol building in Oklahoma City. 5 p.m. Billy Joel concerts at the Moore Theatre. 7 p.m. Oklahoma Shakespeare in the Park at the Oklahoma City Civic Center. 9 p.m. "A Night at El Capitan" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 9 p.m. "A Night at the Museum" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 11 p.m. "A Night at the Museum" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art.

Mike Saxth

Wednesday 7:30 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 8 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 9 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art.

Thursday 7:30 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 8 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 9 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art.

Friday 7:30 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 8 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 9 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art.

Saturday 7:30 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 8 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 9 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art.

Sunday 7:30 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 8 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art. 9 p.m. "The Great Gatsby" at the Oklahoma City Museum of Art.
City's Getting Over Evergreen Hang-Up

BY PHILIP MUGLUS

There are times when one can see a performance which is both interesting and entertaining. Such a show is currently playing at the Civic Theatre, and it is called "Evergreen Hang-Up."

In a word, the show is a comedy, and it is about two people who are trying to get over their hangovers. The characters, played by two very talented actors, provide a lot of laughs throughout the performance.

The story is set in a small town where two people, played by the two aforementioned actors, are attempting to get over their hangovers. They have been drinking all night long and are in need of a good night's sleep.

The show's success lies in its ability to make the audience laugh at the situations and the characters. The actors' performances are excellent, and the audience is kept laughing throughout the entire performance.

The set design is simple but effective, with the stage area being a small room where the two characters are staying overnight. The costumes are appropriate for the time period, and the lighting adds to the overall effect of the performance.

In conclusion, "Evergreen Hang-Up" is a fun and entertaining show that is sure to make you laugh. It is a great performance that you won't want to miss. Make sure to see it before it's over!
OCU Staging Comedy

The annual spring fundraiser "Money" will be performed by Oklahoma City University's Organ Ensemble presented Tuesday, April 1 and 2, at 7:30 p.m. in the small auditorium of the Kingsport Fine Arts Building.

Previously president of the school's Department of Fine Arts and Music, Bob Shaw will also compose the music for the event.

A 47-minute color tour through the 19 counties of Northeast Oklahoma See Oklahoma's "Green Country" on "POINT OF VIEW" with WYT-YV News Director Ernie Shultz

SUNDAY 5:30 pm
WYT-YV Channel 4
SUNDAY

Scope

With Ben West

BROOKLYN: April 16 is the first World Series baseball game. There will be only one game in the World Series, and no one knows who will win. The series will start on April 16, and end on April 20. The teams will be the New York Yankees and the Chicago White Sox. The Yankees are expected to win, but the White Sox are not to be underestimated. The Series will be held in New York City.

SATURDAY

Movies On TV This Week

Sunday, March 11

1. "Thirty Days of Night" (ABC)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (CBS)

Tuesday, March 13

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Adventures of Don Juan" (ABC)
3. "The Wizard of Oz" (NBC)

Wednesday, March 14

1. "The Adventures of Don Juan" (ABC)
2. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (NBC)

Saturday, March 17

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

National Holga Days

New York, New York

- "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
- "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
- "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

- "The Adventures of Don Juan" (ABC)
- "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
- "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)

- "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)
- "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
- "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)

Poachers' Province In Africa

Films starring William Holden, a venture of RKO and a new phenomenon of conservation of wildlife, will be part of the program. Holden, in "Adventures of the Jolly Seven," has been the subject of a series of films, "Adventures of the Jolly Seven," made by the same director and producer, who has also made films in Africa.

SPORTS THIS WEEK

Saturday, March 10

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

Sunday, March 11

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

Monday, March 12

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

Tuesday, March 13

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

Wednesday, March 14

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

Thursday, March 15

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

Friday, March 16

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)

Saturday, March 17

1. "The Maltese Falcon" (CBS)
2. "The Caine Mutiny" (NBC)
3. "The Great Gatsby" (ABC)
Sears

Bedroom Charmers
Luxuriously Deep Quilted
Throw Styles ... Washable
SAVE $2.11 to $3.11!
Your Choice

"Carlyle" or "Conway" $11.88
Regular $13.99

"Carlyle" or "Conway" Twin Size, Regular $12.99...

"Conway" Queen Size Bedspreads, Regular $19.99...

"Conway" King Size Bedspreads, Regular $21.99...

"Carlyle" ... features cotton floral prints... and other items for example. Choose from Gold or Turquoise. Cape to ... on this spread!


Bedspread SALE

BUY 3 AND SAVE!
Throw, Pillows
3 for $5
Regular $10.97

"Carlyle"

CHARGE IT at Sears Revera Charge
Shop Monday thru Saturday 9:30 'til 9!

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
1956 SHOP VALUE or Your Money Back

—5200—3-23—Ad No. 149
Newest Way to Look This Easter!

GIRLS' 7 TO 14 2-PIECE
DRESS 'N COAT ENSEMBLES

9.97
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MEN! SAVE NOW on most wanted styles!

MEN'S TEXTURIZED Nylon Knit Shirts
sale 1.99
Soft, pill-resistant and quick-drying. Button front, two patch pockets. Sizes S-M-L. $1.79

MEN'S FASHION STYLED Bonded Shirts
sale 3.44

MEN'S IVY STYLED Better Slacks
sale 4.44

MEN'S BAN-LON' HOSE
sale 3.99

MEN'S NEWEST Permanent Press Sport & Dress SHIRTS
sale 3 for $5
Men's tailored permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each

DRESS SHIRT: Permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each
SPORT SHIRT: Poly-cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each

BOYS' 4-PC. VERSATILE
10-Suits In-One
$10
YOUR CHOICE 4.99 EACH

JR. BOYS' 2-Pc. Easter Suits! Rain 'n Shine Coats!
YOUR CHOICE 4.99 EACH

BOYS' 6 TO 16 DRESS PANTS
2 $3
BOYS' 6 TO 16 NYLON HOODED JACKETS
2 $3
MEN'S CHOOSE YOUR OWN
MEN'S CHOOSE YOUR OWN

BOYS' 6 TO 16 SPORT SHIRT SLEEVES
$1
BOYS' MO-IRON SPORT SHIRTS
$1.49

BOYS' MO-IRON SPORT SHIRTS
$1.29

MEN'S IVY STYLED
Better Slacks
sale 4.44

MEN'S BAN-LON' HOSE
sale 3.99

MEN'S NEWEST Permanent Press Sport & Dress SHIRTS
sale 3 for $5
Men's tailored permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each

DRESS SHIRT: Permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each
SPORT SHIRT: Poly-cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each
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$10
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Better Slacks
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sale 3 for $5
Men's tailored permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each

DRESS SHIRT: Permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each
SPORT SHIRT: Poly-cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each
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$10
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JR. BOYS' 2-Pc. Easter Suits! Rain 'n Shine Coats!
YOUR CHOICE 4.99 EACH

BOYS' 6 TO 16 DRESS PANTS
2 $3
BOYS' 6 TO 16 NYLON HOODED JACKETS
2 $3
MEN'S CHOOSE YOUR OWN
MEN'S CHOOSE YOUR OWN

BOYS' 6 TO 16 SPORT SHIRT SLEEVES
$1
BOYS' MO-IRON SPORT SHIRTS
$1.49

BOYS' MO-IRON SPORT SHIRTS
$1.29

MEN'S IVY STYLED
Better Slacks
sale 4.44

MEN'S BAN-LON' HOSE
sale 3.99

MEN'S NEWEST Permanent Press Sport & Dress SHIRTS
sale 3 for $5
Men's tailored permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each

DRESS SHIRT: Permanent press polyester/cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each
SPORT SHIRT: Poly-cotton blend. Sizes S-M-L. $2.19 each
Fabulous Fashion Finds for Easter!

SPECTACULAR DRESS SALE
JUNIORS! PETITES! MISSSES! HALF SIZES!

HUGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM!
NEWEST SPRING FASHIONS!
FAVORITE FABRICS AND COLORS!

$6

Compare And Save on these Best Sellers...

LADIES' PERMANENT PRESS SPRING DUSTERS

$3

A. Scalloped embroidered trim around the Peter Pan collar and front panels.
B. Cotton ladies with self-ruffle bib and ruffle down the back.
Both scalf and cotton.
Size 10 to 16.
Pink-Blue-Haute-Hint
Machine Washable.

LADIES' 1st QUALITY SEAMLESS PANTY HOSE

$1


LADIES' 1ST QUALITY SEAMLESS PANTY HOSE

$1


LADIES' NEW EASTER HANDBAGS

199


LADIES' PANTIES

39¢

Ladies' new spring fashion handbags in plastic, patent and felt. Many charming designs and styles. All with inside zipper compartment! Patent and felt. Black, navy, brown and white.
Wonderful Suspender Look...Wow!

LADIES' 2-PIECE Suspender Slack Sets

799

Two of the most current, stylish slack sets and two-piece suspender sets with cuffed legs and back zippers! Black, Blue, Mocha, or Orange. Sizes 8 to 16.

Style B: Cyma blue, long dress with long sleeves, double faced fabric front, long dress with back zipper; Black, Blue, Mocha, or Orange. Sizes 8 to 16.

LADIES' DYED-TO-MATCH SEPARATES!

STRETCH KNT SHELLS 299

Cable knit, classic solids, stripes and floral. All sizes, sizes 8 to 16. Sizes 14 to 16. Sizes 24 to 44.

2-WAY STRETCH PANTS 399

2-way stretch nylon, stretch cotton. All sizes, sizes 8 to 16.

Special Purchase!

Slacks 2 FOR $3

Exciting new fashions...priced low!

LADIES' Newest 3-Piece SLACK SETS

399

Beautiful cozy assortment of floral, print, or tattersall! Jacket, velvet blend skirt, A-line! SLACKS: Stove pipe leg, side zipper! Sizes 10 to 18.

LADIES' STRETCH DENIM SLACKS

199

New Fashion Bright Favorites...

**A NEW ROMANCE!**

Dainty steel tips, woven in grosgrain fashion straps on a new lighter heel. White, 5-9.

Special Purchase

**TEENS’ AND WOMEN’S SPRINGTIME FLATS**

1st CHOICE

Choice shoe-style in black, white, and white. Sizes 5.1/2 to 10. Style B.

Special Purchase

**FASHION RIGHT PATENTS**

BOW-TIP CHARMER

Slightly pointed toe in black, white, or white. Sizes 5.1/2 to 10. Style B.

Special Purchase

STEPS & OXFORDS

**NEW PUMP SILHOUETTE**

Simply pointed toe in black, white, or white. Sizes 5.1/2 to 10.

Special Purchase

for Easter Sunday Paraders...

**GIRLS’ BLACK MAGIC EASTER PATENTS**

Girls’ little T-strap for the perfect bright patent slipper. *1st* choice only in black. Sizes 13 to 4. (Imported)

Special Purchase

**STEP-THRS & OXFORDS**

**BOYS’ LEATHER LOAFABLE**

Boys’ leather against full grained loafer. *1st* choice only in black. Sizes 12 to 2. (Imported)

Special Purchase

**MEN’S LEATHER WINGTIP CASUALS**

Boys’ style with leather straps, high-quality insole. Colors of brown, black, and brown. Sizes 12 to 2. (Imported)

Special Purchase

**THE FOAM-LINED T-STRAP**

Small, hoppity look to soft sollution uppers. Colors of black, white, or white. Sizes 5.1/2 to 10. (Imported)

Special Purchase

**TAILORED ‘GATOR PUMP**

Spring-like heel — soft sollution uppers. Colors of black, white, or white. Sizes 5.1/2 to 10. (Imported)

Special Purchase

**CHUNKY SLING IN LEATHER**

Another great new style for spring. Heel, materials, and patterns are exactly the same as our popular new spring models. Sizes 5.1/2 to 10. (Imported)

Special Purchase

**GIRLS’ NEW FASHION BRASS-BUCKLE PATENTS**

Look the big side — all buckled high-style patent shoes of brown, black, and white. Sizes 13 to 4. (Imported)

Special Purchase

**GIRLS’ NEWEST LOOK HARDWARE MOC**

The most fabulous! A new look in every patent patent shoes with high-grade material. Colors of brown, black, and white. Sizes 12 to 4. (Imported)

Special Purchase
Check these Outstanding Buys!

**EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY**

**WOVEN SCULPTURED TAPESTRY BEDSPREADS 4.87**

Leotex woven cotton spreads are some of the most luxurious at right! Elegant aubusson designs in Avocado, Gold, or Blue.

**ST. MARY’S TOWEL ENSEMBLES 49¢**

First quality solid color towels. High quality!

**TEXTURED WASH CLOTHS 24¢**

**NEW PERMA-LINK DRAPERIES 2.77**

"THE FABRIC OF TOMORROW!"

New foam back for easy-care, easy cleaning, eliminate lint. In either 84" or 96" lengths. Choose your own color from ourColorLink™ line.

**3-PC. VALANCE & TIER CURTAINS 1.99**

**TAILORED SHEER CURTAIN PANELS 1.99**

**DECORATOR STYLED FOAM PILLOWS $1.00**

**KIRTLAMINATED LACE TABLECLOTHS**

New! Laminated Cotton for easy care. Decorative designs in white and gold.

**THICKLY Tufted SCATTER RUGS 1.97**

These soft-tufted area rugs are a great addition to any room. Available in various sizes and colors.

**CANNON**

**CUT-UP TOWEL PIECES 84¢**

**STRETCH KNIT SLIP COVERS**

Choose from a variety of colors and designs to match your decor.

**4 X 6 FT. DECORATOR AREA RUGS**

**QUILTED FOAM BED PILLOWS**

Adding comfort and style to your bedroom.

**NEW COLOR BRIGHTNESS for your home**

**SOLID COLOR PLUSH RAYON LOOP TWEED! ROOM SIZE RUGS**

**12.88 - 9.88**

Choose solid color plush in Avocado, Artigiano Gold, or Royal Blue. Or Rayon Loop pile in solid colors at these same low prices. Frames included with each rug.
Early Season Buys on Garden Needs!

20 INCH POWER MOWER

37.88

- Easy start single cylinder engine
- 8" wheels, sturdy handle
- 6" trash, debris picked
- 2 pc. conveniences package

DON'T MISS THIS BUY!

18-INCH LAWN SPREADER

34.44

- Flow Rate Control
- 40 lb. Capacity
- Heavy Gauge Steel
- Powder Enamel Finish
- 6" Wrist Wall Wheels

EXTRA VALUES!

ACM WEED KILLER

2.39 ct.

- Easy, non-toxic weed killer
- Formula 12% non-chlorinated
- Resists rain
- Great value

SPECIAL OFFER!

GARDEN HOSE

1.29

- 50 ft. Vinyl
- 1/2 inch

50 FT. VINYL GARDEN HOSE

1.29

- 50 ft. Vinyl
- 1/2 inch

20-TINE MULCH LEAF RAKE

59¢

- Easy to use
- Heavy-duty tines

ALL PURPOSE LAWN RAKE

2.49

- Easy to use
- Heavy-duty tines

the Best Ideas for your Home!

WALL AND DOOR MIRRORS

3.99

- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror
- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror
- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror
- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror

7-PIECE TEFOLON II COOKWARE SET

9.99

- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror
- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror
- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror
- New Polymer Color Finish
- Plastic Frame Over Wall Mirror

HEAVY GAUGE ALUMINUM COOKWARE SALE!

99¢ EA

- Various sizes available
- High-quality aluminum

FILLED EASTER BASKETS

1.49

- Contains: eggs, candy, treats

CANDY FILLED TOYS

7.99

- Contains: assorted candies

MONO L.P. RECORD ALBUMS

3 FOR $4

- Various artists
- Great value

KLEENEX DESIGNER TOWELS

3 FOR $1

- Various designs
- High-quality

KLEENEX TOWELS

3 FOR $1

- Assorted designs
- High-quality

KLEENEX TOWELS

3 FOR $1

- Assorted designs
- High-quality

KLEENEX TOWELS

3 FOR $1

- Assorted designs
- High-quality
Sale! Spring's most carefree suits...3-piece Dacron' knits

$30
REGULARLY $35

“CHARGE IT” AT WARD’S

Not just polyester—but 100% Borden® polyester double knits. So you save money now—an expensive upkeep later. Extra smart-looking, too, with jacket and skirt accented by stitched design. In spring’s top colors; navy/white or white/navy. Misses’ 8-18.

SALE! EASTER’S MOST FLATTERING SUITS—LUSTROUS SILK-AND-WORSTEDS

$30
REGULARLY $35

Look in the reflected glory of the star of this year’s soft scene—silk-and-worsted with a wonderful glow of flattery. Double breasted, artfully teamed, topped with sweate collar. Champagne or navy in 8-18.

SUIT YOUR ROYHRT WITH WARD’S CHARGE-ALL PLAN!

Special! Vervy new Arnel’ match-mates

$7.88

Sail through spring and summer in carefree fashion...with crisp, cool Arnel® interlock contribution. A breeze to care for—wash easily, keep their shape, dings off wrinkles. Misses’ sizes 8-18.

TOPS BOLDLY STRIPED OR WITH CONTRASTING ACCENT

$5.88
“CHARGE IT” AT WARD’S

Have the jeweled neck top in white accented by navy or in navy with white. Coat style in red-white-blue. Stock zip.

SKIRTS AWHIRL WITH PLEATS OR WHITTED TRIMLY SLIM

$6.88
“CHARGE IT” AT WARD’S

Slender skirt in cuffed by matching belt and self-lined. Have it or the swingy pleated style in navy or white. Vinyl box bag shown here, $4.

SO EASY TO SHOP FOR EASTER WITH WARD’S CHARGE-ALL PLAN!
Accessories for your Easter fashion:

VARIOS DESIGNER'S HATS CREATED JUST FOR WARDS

$9

SPECIAL! "CHARGE IT!" AT WARD'S

These are made in millinery by famous Adcock & fresh new hats from Frank's Girls. One signed by Frank Olive! These hats shown were sold throughout the season...are from this exciting group. In smooth or rough textured straw, in all of Spring's most glamorous fashion colors!

SPRING HANDBAG SPECIAL! Neatly finished, gold, tan, light lemon and blue handbags. These are vinyl! The latest thing! Vinyl Pouches, Half-Moon, Saucy Shapes! Vinyl Pouches, Half-Moon, Saucy Shapes! Spring fashion colors.

BRIGHT ITALIAN SCARVES Choose from a big group of colorful acetate twill scarves, in a variety of fresh patterns. 28-inch squares.

ENAMELED DAISY JEWELRY Like a breath of Spring, these hand-enamelled dainty pins, with their own matching button or drop earrings!

SPECIAL! EASTER GLOVES Nylon, cotton, many hand-embroideries! Mid-arts, shortie in white, pink, silver, yellow, red or black.

SO EASY TO SHOP FOR EASTER FASHIONS... SAY "CHARGE IT!" WITH WARD'S CHARGE-ALL PLAN!

Fashionable, feminine footnotes

YOU SAVE 40 ON THESE CLEARANCE PATENT LEATHERS

10.99 PAIR REGULARLY 14.99

"CHARGE IT!" AT WARD'S

1. Put a pretty foot forward and be right up front with the self-buckle and comfort-able gored sling back. Fine patent leather or uppers and leather linings. White or bone. B575-10. See them at Wards now!

SOFT TOUCH FOR SPRING


BRIGHT, GRACEFUL PUMPS

4. Take the fine patent leather or comfort soft nylon Hyster lines...you've got a fashion leader. Gray, black. B575-10.

CLASSIC BUCKLED PUMPS

5. Fashioned right with softly tapered toes and sleek narrow heels. White or bone patent leather. AA 4.5-10, B 5.5-10.

SPECTATORS ARE BACK!

6. Attractive as ever. This line with lightly patent leather trim is black or bone on white embossed leather. 5½ to 10.

Durable man-made soles, heels on above shoes.

EASTER SHOPPING IS CONVENIENT WITH WARD'S CHARGE-ALL ACCOUNT
THE SPECIAL RADIANCE
OF A FRESH SUNNY DAY
CAPTURED ON WARDS
"MAGIC CROSS" SHAPEMATES

Sun-Glow
Yellow*

LOVELY NYLON TRICOT SLIP
NOW AT SAVINGS FOR YOU

$3.50

"CHARGE IT!" AT WARDS

LOVELY NYLON TRICOT SLIP
NOW AT SAVINGS FOR YOU

$3.50

"CHARGE IT!" AT WARDS


BRA GIVES NATURAL UPLIFT

Adjustable strap or-itz-cros for separation. Nylon-polyester; A size 32-38, B, C 32-40

$2.99

STRETCH LACE LEG-GLIDE

Long leg party girdle in nylon-Elexor® spandex with lace leg bands. Front bands flatter and firm your tummies. S, M, L, XL

$6.99

*Live colorfully! Have Wards great "Magic Cross" shapemates in pretty pastel pink, soft blue or pretty white. Also, come see matching wafers and long gowns in the same delicate colors as above.

USE WARDS CHARGE-ALL FOR YOUR EASTER UNDERWEAR—PAY LATER!

SPECIAL PURCHASE DRESSES
OF LENO ZAMBI: COTTON

494

"CHARGE IT!" AT WARDS

Zambezi® rayon-and-cotton weaves on enchanting pailet for a girl's Easter in easy-care leno dresses is party-pretty style. Enchanting as—delicate and airy—yet they machine wash, dry. Come see the collection in box box pastels and pink... washed and barbononed and finished with lace. 7-14.

HANDBAGS TO GIVE A GIRL
THAT BIG FASHION LOOK

Fabulous buys! Envelopes, boxes, framed pouches, double-churple—in every pastel, vinyl calf, or stripe with leather trims. White, black, fashion colors.

YOU DON'T NEED CASH FOR HER NEW EASTER OUTFIT! "CHARGE IT!" WITH WARDS CHARGE-ALL PLAN

*Exclusive of Austin Polka Corporation
Enter...the young shapes of Spring '69

SAVE! BOW PATENTS IN LIVELY COLORS—REGULARLY 6.99

1. Wipe-clean vinyl patented in a blossoming array of spring colors. Pick yellow, navy, brown, light blue, gray, black or white. Women's and teen's 4.99 to 7; 8.5 to 10.

PAIR 5.44

STRAP-HAPPIEST LOOK

1. Woman and teen who feel as young as they look step into the latest. Smart, smooth leather in beige, light blue, black, 8.5 to 10. 6.99

PAIR

SLING IT...IN FINE FASHION

1. Exciting, feminine...an asset to your Spring-Summer flair! Vinyl patents in pink, black or white. Women's, teen's 5.99 to 10. 6.99

PAIR

SAVE ON ONE-STRAPS FOR LITTLE GIRLS—REG. 6.99

1. Still one of the favorites! Especially those, with easy wipe-clean vinyl patented uppers. White, black, Clarks to 4.

PAIR 5.44

YOUNGSTERS' BOW FLATTERY

1. Fashioned for girls in the grow-up manner. Names like the easy-care, durable vinyl uppers. Light blue or white. 5.99

PAIR

LITTLE GIRLS' PATENT ICINGS

1. Look! Here come the classic top shoes! Great in white or black patent of easy-care vinyl. Sizes Clarks to 4; D 6/7 to 12.

PAIR 5.99

Durable man-made soles, heels on above shoes.

USE YOUR CHARG-ALL ACCOUNT TO BUY EASTER FOOTWEAR

New for Easter...hardware and square toes!

MEN'S, BOYS' BUCKLED WING TIPS AT SALE PRICES

1. For the vital man of any age! A fitting design with a hidden gore that lets you out just the buckle just once...then wear as slip-ons. Afterward. In handsome brown.

MEN'S REG. 14.99

PAIR 12.99

BOYS' D 12S-1, reg. 6.99 to 8.44

MEN'S ANTIQUED LOUNGERS


PAIR 12.99

BUCKLED BROWN DEMI-BOOTS

1. Styled for today with good looks. Stack, cradle-high monk strap design, that every man on the go is looking for. Brown.

PAIR 14.99

SQUARE-TOE PENNY LOUNGERS

1. For your best look forward in these favories. Squared toe, a new styling concept, give them a "raw" look. In olive for men.

PAIR 12.99

POPULAR "HORSEBIT" LOUNGERS

1. For men and boys! Spot-check by hardware across the vamp. You're off and running in these popular shoes. Brown.

MEN'S SIZES

PAIR

LITTLE BOYS', D 10-3

BOYS', D 35-7

All men's sizes are D 7½ to 11 and 12.

WARDS CHARG-ALL PLAN MAKES IT EASY TO DO YOUR EASTER SHOPPING
Sale! Boys' gear swinging with style 'n color

SAVE OVER '31 PREP BOYS' POW PLAIN SPORTCOATS

14.88
REGULARLY 17.99
"CHARGE IT!" AT WARDs

This Spring, think plaid! Jovely single-breasted styling with flap pockets. Crisp Dacron® polyester-rayon blend in blue, olive or brass. Sizes 14 to 20.

JR. BOYS' SPORTCOATS
PRICE-SLASHED 2.11

9.88
REGULARLY 11.99

Junior's style-wise, too! Plaid's his thing! Dacron® polyester-rayon blend in plaid 2-button model: blue, olive, brass in sizes 6 to 12.

SAVE 3.11! PREP SUITS
MAKING FASHION NEWS

19.88
REGULARLY 32.99


SAVE NOW! ITY-STYLE SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

Reg. 2.99. New designs and solids in rayon-rayon-polyester cotton oxford. 2.49.

SAVE ON HIS EASTER WARDROBE NOW... PAY LATER ON WARDs CONVENIENT CHARGE-ALL CREDIT PLAN

The suit with a future, yours at $15 savings!

TAKES YOU FROM EASTER RIGHT THROUGH SUMMER IN LIGHTWEIGHT COMFORT

59.88
REGULARLY 75.00
"CHARGE IT!" AT WARDs

The trick's in the blends lightweight Dacron® polyester with full-bodied woven, plus wool virgin wool... looks great... feels great... greater when the thermometer starts to soar. And, it holds the trim shape we've tailored into it, can't addle a wrinkle. See these slim 1 and 2-button classics in the color solids, slightly plaid of the day. Men's sizes in Regular, Longs, Shorts. Some now!

SHIRTS, ALIVE WITH COLOR

Spread colors return in a blend of cotton rayonberry, French blue, oranges, new green, gray, also white. Dacron® polyester-cotton. Need no ironing. 14'/1-16'/2.

No candidates complete the color-story in newest taxes and patterns... . . . . . . 2.50

NO CASH? THAT'S OK! YOU CAN BUY AT WARDs MONEY-SAVING PRICES WITH NO MONEY DOWN... JUST SAY "CHARGE IT!"
SAVE '3!
Four-piece suit
he can wear
10 smart ways

999
REGULARLY $13
"CHARGE IT!" AT WARD'S

It's the most versatile suit a boy can own! Solid jacket is fully-lined in rayon and has 'teddy front' for added shape and smartness. Also consists of reversible plaid-to-solid vest, plaid and solid slacks ... all individually tailored in cotton-woven rayon-sculkote. Spring tones, 4-7.

SALE!
You never iron these sprightly Spring dresses

466
REGULARLY $6

It's rare that you see such exquisite dresses on sale ... yet here they are, just before Easter! See A-lin, empire, full-skirted styles, in sun-fresh prints ... all, polyester-cotton that never needs ironing, some even have 'Spot Check' soil release. Little girls' sizes 3 to 6, $5.
Opaque panty hose, seamless stretch nylon. White, pink and more, fits 1 to 14, 1.99

SMART SHAPPERS PAY LATER ON WARD'S
CONVENIENT CHARG-ALL CREDIT PLAN

This Week

The Oklahoma Journal

March 03, 1966

A Home - "360"
How to Handle Your Parents

BY REV. CHARLIE W. SHEDD

Parents! They're nothing but trouble. I hate my parents and most of my friends hate theirs...

"Please help me get over my Dad that every boy just can't seem to avoid. He is always coming up with wild ideas and telling me they're the wisest things of all. I can't refer to my parents on my pillow. What is the matter with him? He's some kind of a nut case ..."

"My son and dad make a classics course out of every day. You would think the boy was one of the FBI's 'most wanted' or something."

"My mother is a disaster and she says I can't do till I'm a man. That will be two years. Do you think this is fair?"

"My parents won't do in a noisy night or at home. Even from the quiet city. But when a year goes by I get to college, boy, till I do then ..."

"My skills are a mess in many ways but there isn't much use putting a stethoscope on it. It's getting wider ...

The term "parents" means no to my mail. That's how it is. Between parents and teenagers there are so many non-verbs: money, clothes, clothes, talk, hair, homework, friends, family (often absent), stress, suicide, rust, stamp, or anything you mention — that any of them could be another background. Unfortunately, whatever the cause of the battle — the weapons themselves — too often here to see against their parent.

Your growing up, you're feeling more and more capable of making your own decisions. You're pushing for independence. You're reaching maturity. You're coming to see that your own life, manage your own schedule, pick your own friends, make your own rules.

But, of course, you have to eat. You like to wear size clothes and have a roof over your head. So, you can't declare your independence one instant. There are many ways to say this. But it's hard for you to think about the millions of dollars they expect to earn by their own independent standards they expect them to earn by their own independent standards. Which is exactly what the wife of Robert is hearing. What are the secrets to healthy home relationships? From what I've learned watching teenagers who are getting the job done, plus watching my own young ones and then the letter I received, I've put together the 'Twelve Rules for Handling Your Parents.' Perhaps you'll want to make a copy of these and send them to others. I'm sure you'll agree that we all don't know enough and perhaps you've discovered something that will help other teenagers. But, why don't you think those through:

1. Remember, you're not in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

2. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

3. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

4. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

5. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

6. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

7. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

8. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.

9. Remember, you're in love with your parents. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money. You've got a total of only 125 letters and I don't count anything under a dollar. They're worth $1,000. They're worth more than your parents' money.
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Sexual Adventure in Marriage

A FEW YEARS AGO, in their book Sexual Pleasure in Marriage, Jerome and Julie Rainer pointed the way for all married couples to achieve a healthy, uninhibited enjoyment of physical love. So fresh, so daring was the approach offered by this book that it became an international bestseller.

But there remained much more that needed to be said on the subject of marital love. In recognition of this, the Rainers have written a new book called Sexual Adventure in Marriage, addressed to all couples who are willing to bring to their love the imagination it deserves.

Variety—the Spice of Love

Sexual Adventure in Marriage is filled with specific, practical ideas—covering all aspects of husbands and wives and what they can do to maintain their sexual needs and desires. It helps couples to understand each other's sexual needs and desires. It helps couples to understand each other's sexual needs and desires.

What Two Doctors Have Said About Sexual Adventure in Marriage

Dr. Charles Aring, Chairman, Dept. of Neurology, College of Medicine, University of Cincinnati: "The term 'sexuality' is defined as the ability to experience pleasure, a normal desire to experience sexual satisfaction, and a normal desire to express this satisfaction.

David E. Keene, M.D., Clinical Professor of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania: "Sexual Satisfaction is the ultimate expression of human sexuality. It is a natural desire for physical and emotional fulfillment. It is a normal desire to express this satisfaction.

Sexual reproduction, who really love each other

In a frank, frank discussion, the authors of Sexual Adventure in Marriage guide you through the ongoing obligations that keep so many couples from attaining the fulfillment possible for them.

Sexual Adventure in Marriage is a book for both the young and the older married couple—a book of authoritatively and wise counsel written in the knowledge that love can and should be an adventure lasting as long as life itself.

What Two Doctors Have Said About Sexual Adventure in Marriage

Dr. Charles Aring, Chairman, Dept. of Neurology, College of Medicine, University of Cincinnati: "I consider the term 'sexuality' as the ability to experience pleasure, a normal desire to experience sexual satisfaction, and the ability to express this satisfaction.

Dr. David E. Keene, M.D., Clinical Professor of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania: "Sexual Satisfaction is the ultimate expression of human sexuality. It is a natural desire for physical and emotional fulfillment. It is a normal desire to express this satisfaction.

Two-Day Free Examination Offer

We invite you to mail the coupon below. A copy of Sexual Adventure in Marriage will be sent to you at no charge. To receive your copy, you must mail this coupon and the enclosed check or money order for $5.00 within fifteen days of receipt. If you do not receive the book, you will be returned your money in full.

Special Supplement

In a full, frank discussion, the authors of Sexual Adventure in Marriage guide you through the ongoing obligations that keep so many couples from attaining the fulfillment possible for them.

Sexual Adventure in Marriage is a book for both the young and the older married couple—a book of authoritatively and wise counsel written in the knowledge that love can and should be an adventure lasting as long as life itself.

Two-Day Free Examination Offer

We invite you to mail the coupon below. A copy of Sexual Adventure in Marriage will be sent to you at no charge. To receive your copy, you must mail this coupon and the enclosed check or money order for $5.00 within fifteen days of receipt. If you do not receive the book, you will be returned your money in full.

Two-Day Free Examination Offer — Send No Money
Pontiac's Firebird gives you something a $6,000 sports car can't.
More than $3,000 in change.

Handling Parents

"When you reach the age of 21, you are entitled to make a decision for yourself. But it's not that simple. You still have a parent who is concerned about your safety and welfare."

And Firebird does it without shortchanging you on the things you buy a sport car for. Compactness, maneuverability, efficiency, quickness. It's all there. The Firebird's a newer-age Overhead Cam Six that runs on regular. You get a fully synchronized 4-speed (with a floor-mounted shifter), and you also get a Hurst shifter. You get a dual-exhaust, performance instrument panel. You get wider, softer bucket seats. And all comes in a compact, beautifully styled, Wide-Track package.

For 1969 Firebird, think of your car and your change at your nearest Pontiac dealer's... That's a Break Away!

The Miller-Treadway Family for S. E. M. A. D.

All of which proves you don't have to spend $2000 on a sport to be one. So buy a Break Away in a 1969 Firebird. Push up your car and your change at your nearest Pontiac dealer's.
Young World

Goodbye to the Lavin’ Spoonful — BY CAROL BOWIN

Good-bye Lavin’ Spoonful — another basically unsuccessful pop group has gone to the wall and nothing seems to be same in its place. Why? What is it that makes success so elusive?

According to Joe Butler, lead singer of the current — and late — Lavin’ Spoonful album, Bulletin Board ‘68, it’s because that means done in love that used to be one, dream

Here’s how the ball ends: “It’s hard to create new ideas with the same four people. You’ve heard everyone’s story the third time. You become a linear褪色 and are boring instead of creating.”

Not exactly moving in the right direction, Lavin’ Spoonful started going crazy fast. His attention span — he runs out quickly. Playing the same songs time and time again. It wasn’t the same as when we were starting out in Greenwich Village together. What we used to be, we naturally, we had to start working at. Marriage is easier when you’re just together. It’s something we’re attached to.

(b) He’s been married for two years, and his marriage is working his first role as happy husband.”

This spring he’s on tour, and the responsibilities of marriage make him more from the rock scene. “We’re,” he says, feeling intense and sometimes unfamiliar without the music that he always lived for his role. “But marriage — I lived with her for several years, I didn’t have to marry her. I wanted to. Marriage’s handy, but maybe not, which is about the only good thing that has to say about institutions anyway, succeed or not.

One by one he outlined them all:

Parents: “Too many people have a child and think it is their property. I experimented on animals before. I destroyed our cut and one day, and have plenty more now. I believe in freedom and the ability of the child.

Tampax tampers with the day-to-day living and vilifying. You feel more and perfectly comfortable every day of the month. Tampax tampers with the world.

Accent wakes up all the flavor you pay for

Here’s 7¢ to give it a good shake

Here’s 7¢ to give it a good shake

All the flavor you pay for

Le Garbo, now of every nation
Count Your Chickens

A basic recipe — plus four exotic variations

Ingredients:
- 1 cup grated Parmesan cheese
- 1/2 cup dry white wine
- 4 cloves garlic, minced
- 1 teaspoon dried oregano
- 1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
- 1/4 teaspoon red pepper flakes
- 2 tablespoons olive oil

Instructions:
1. Preheat the oven to 450°F.
2. In a large bowl, combine the Parmesan cheese, garlic, oregano, black pepper, and red pepper flakes.
3. Add the olive oil and mix well.
4. Place the chicken pieces on a baking sheet and pour the cheese mixture over them.
5. Bake for 40 minutes or until the chicken is golden brown.

Indian Style
- 1 cup chicken broth
- 1 tablespoon curry powder
- 1 teaspoon cumin
- 1/2 teaspoon paprika
- 1/4 teaspoon ground coriander
- 1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper

French Style
- 1/2 cup madeira wine
- 1/4 cup dry vermouth
- 1/4 cup dry sherry
- 1/2 cup heavy cream
- 1/2 cup chicken stock
- 1 tablespoon dijon mustard

South Pacific Style
- 1/2 cup minced garlic
- 1/2 cup minced ginger
- 1/4 cup lime juice
- 1/4 cup fish sauce
- 2 tablespoons soy sauce
- 1/2 teaspoon crushed chilies

Italian Style
- 1/4 cup olive oil
- 1/4 cup red wine
- 1/4 cup chicken broth
- 1/4 cup chicken stock
- 1/4 cup chopped tomatoes
- 2 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese

Start Declares a Coupon*

*Save 7c when you purchase one 32 oz. jar of Start Orange Juice. Expires 15-1-67

On behalf of every woman who is bored, bored, bored with thawing frozen orange juice each morning. (1)

On behalf of the quart pitchers of America which deserve to be filled with capacity with Start instead of to the 24-ounce mark with frozen orange juice. (2)

On behalf of vitamin lovers, smart mothers and others who want even more Vitamin C than orange juice has. (3)

On behalf of the children of America who want a little yummy in their breakfast drink. (4)

1. Start is not a juice or a juice product. There is no flavor can to defeat. Flavored fruit drinks are the work of a spoon.
2. A 32-oz. container ofStart orange juice makes 24-ounces.
3. A 32-oz. glass of Start supplies one of your minimum daily requirement of Vitamin C. That's more than orange juice has.
4. Surveys show kids love the taste of Start. Many adults actually prefer Start to frozen orange juice.

Start it's not a juice or a juice product. There is no flavor can to defeat. Flavored fruit drinks are the work of a spoon. A 32-oz. container of Start orange juice makes 24-ounces. A 32-oz. glass of Start supplies one of your minimum daily requirement of Vitamin C. That's more than orange juice has. Surveys show kids love the taste of Start. Many adults actually prefer Start to frozen orange juice.
The 'Unfunny Generation' by Jerome Beatty, Jr. A humorist says they haven't got a sense of humor.

"What They're Trying To Tell Us," What makes the younger generation what it is?

"Let's Put The Shame Where It Belongs!" by Kay Hurlin. A defense of today's youth—and a long, hard look at their parents.

**This Week's Bookshelf**

The book this week, a selection of the best in crime fiction, is "The Gay War" by John D. MacDonald. A complex and intriguing mystery, it explores themes of power, corruption, and personal ethics.

**Round-The-World Diet Cookbook**

Based on actual travel experiences, this cookbook offers a variety of international dishes, each with a recipe that reflects the culture and cuisine of the country it represents.

**Vacation Homes**

A guide to finding the perfect vacation home, featuring tips on location, amenities, and considerations such as budget and family needs.

**Protect Your Life**

A comprehensive guide to safety and emergency preparedness, covering topics such as home security, disaster preparedness, and health emergencies.

---

**Next Week**

The 'New Generation' — A Special Report!

What gives today's young people? Are they on a collision course with "The Establishment"—in other words, everyone over 30? The Editors of THIS WEEK Magazine believe this is one of the paramount issues of our time.

That's why we've prepared a Special Report which puts us in touch with the emerging youth movement in perspective: Their hang-ups, their frustrations, their deep-seated yearnings for a better tomorrow. You'll enjoy every article in this authoritative issue—in next week's THIS WEEK.
Can't read a note of music?

Fine!

At Conn Organ, we’ve invented many for people just like you—people who want to make music without a lifetime of learning.

It’s a completely automatic, visual programming device called the Conn “Shut-Door.” It shows you how to play basic organ chords without the aid of a book. With “Shut-Door,” a beginner’s simplest melodies enjoy a rich chord accompaniment. You actually create music in miniature, yet “Shut-Door” never restricts or limits your ability. It’s like a built-in teacher that helps you play proficiently faster than you ever imagined.

You’ll find this amazing Conn Organ in Models 432 and 466 home spinet organs. Both offer solid-state circuits, with such dramatic features as a two-speed, built-in Leslie speaker system and repeated percussion. Each come in your choice of popular decorative colors.

Conn models start at $796. Your Conn dealer can arrange convenient terms. And even if you can’t read a note of music, you’ll have your playing familiar tunes in minutes.

CONN ORGANS/PIANOS
World’s largest manufacturer of home and church organs.

CUT TO COUPON AND MAIL TODAY

WHEN BOTH PREFER: 1. Regular of $1.00. 2. “Capote Cavo II.”

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY

WHAT PEOPLE SAY

“Stop the rioting and join together.”

RICHARD CARLTON CROOKS,Write in Tom Wills, “A Memoir for Robert Kennedy—What Should He Do?”, brought thousands of signatures and comments from readers all over the nation. Here are some of their ideas, which are being jammed by Two Weeks to the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Committee.

“...I think Richard Carlton Crooks’s idea for a memorial to Robert Kennedy—giving some unemployed, unemployable Negroes the opportunity to learn—may be the best idea anyone could have. It may not do as much with poverty, but it would be a big step forward.”

MAX P. WERCKE,

“I believe the Crooks idea of the national memorial plan can be made into a successful plan. In some cases, opportunities for Negroes can be provided, but it is very important to have a national memorial for all who have died in the struggle.”

JENNET WARD,
Birmingham, Alabama.

“...The Crooks idea is one of the best things I’ve heard in a long time. It is my hope that it will be successful and that it will make a difference.”

CORNELL MANNING,
Baltimore, Maryland.
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If you need coaxing to switch to more useful news like this:

1. Inflation Or Recession? The Fight's On—Now What
2. Signs Point for U.S. Pullout from Vietnam
3. Fact Finding: How Credible a Case for Prosperity
4. The Bitter War of 1975: What's Ahead
5. With Price of Yen—What's Ahead in Asia?
6. Big Bank Bailouts: The Blue or Black Basis
7. Whether American Women Face Men—What's Ahead
8. The Watermelon, Ahead in The New Congress
9. Middle-East Could, and America's Treaty Commitments
11. President Nixon vs. The Dog in the House—What's Next
13. Can Rogers Revitalize the Pentagon's New State Department?
15. Freeze of Pay TV—How It Will Work
17. What Businessmen Expect of President Nixon
18. The New Washington "Establishment" What's "In" Now
19. America's Changing "Age Mix"—What's Ahead
20. The Outlook for Farm, Food, Spending
21. How Europe Handles Strikes Against The People
22. The Chinese: A Program Goes Back on Schedule
23. Press vs. President: LP's, Outlawed, and Nixon
24. More College Graduates in the Army—Draft插件
25. Apologies—Allot: Amnesty for France, Not German
26. The Coming Tax Changes: Interview With Whittaker
27. Change in Government, An Agenda That Requires Business
28. Federal Funds: The Outlook—Buying and Selling
29. Ms. McCarthy's Union Affairs Council
30. Myths in News—How Are They Told, Spending
31. What's New, Small Cars Will Be Like
32. Spending '75's $100 Billion GNP Long Range Outlook
33. The Outlook Now For A Lasting Trace in Vietnam
34. Where The Big Inventor Are Putting Their Money Now
35. Program Report In The War on Cancer
36. Protests as a Legal Issue: The Legal Saga
37. How The Big Spending Plans Lift For Nixon
38. Big Labor Law—In The First Congress
40. Murder Mystery: How Will it End?—In Cuba
41. How Inflation Measures Do To Socks And Bowls
42. How Your Property Tax—Rises by State
43. How You Should Know About Federal Gift Taxes
44. Are Centuries—The Strongest Swiss Move Very
45. Boys and Girls Together: One More For College Peace
46. Foreign Trade: The Tariff's And Trade Changes Likely
47. How Savings Can Be Cut
49. Who Earned the Year in the '57 The Record
50. Anti-Regulatory: The Great Mechanical Shortage
51. U.S. Industries Which Grow Vastly in The '50's
52. The Executive: A Newufig U.S. by
53. The Gas Price: The Energy Growth of East and Local Spending
54. Who You Should Know About Planning Your Estate
55. Black Militants vs. "Law & Order": Covering Encounter
56. The Secret Sun: Between Censoring This Year
57. The Battle Among Money Men Over Interest Rates
58. House Non-Executive: The U.S. In 17 Other Countries
59. Nixon Administration Moves Against Crime: The Impact
60. Congress Takes a Look At Tax Foundation
61. The Arab Refugees: At The Core of Old East Crisis
62. Where Investors Are Headed: The New Indicators
63. Nixon's Little 56 Boys Cheer and Ponte For The Future

Here's our introductory coax:

Now you can get 23 weekly issues of U.S. News & World Report for only $3.00... just 13¢ an issue!

This special offer (especially valuable at the start of the new administration) is our way of coaxing you to switch to this more serious news magazine. It is the one that finds out how important news events each week are likely to affect you, then gives you the information you need to make sound decisions at home and at the office.

The list shows the popular magazine in recent issues. For every issue of U.S. News & World Report, you'll find this same sort of in-depth news reporting. You'll get 5 quick-reading newsletters... exclusive interviews which often predict next week's headlines.... timely and useful reports on prices, incomes, median, labor, business, science, government.

If you'd like to get started in time for the exciting events just ahead—mail the coupon while our introductory cost is still in force.
Here's Charlie Brown with all his friends included in four gifts FREE to show your little boy or girl what great fun books can be.

*13.00 worth of books FREE for your child!

Yes, TAKE ALL 4 BOOKS FREE

with a trial enrollment in PARENTS' MAGAZINE'S

READALOUD
AND EASY READING PROGRAM®

Selected Picture and Story Books for Little Listeners and Beginning Readers

Most mothers and fathers frankly acknowledge that they haven't either the time or the perspective to choose precisely the right books for children by the time they are just beginning to read. That is why parents are happyly turning this problem over to the highly qualified editor of Parents' Magazine—by enrolling their youngsters in the Read Aloud and Easy Reading Program for Little Listeners and Beginning Readers. Membership brings to your home each month an outstanding, carefully selected book which you may read to or along with your little one. Each book will charm and captivate your child—by its bright, colorful cover through its gaily illustrated pages, with a story appealing and understandable to even the youngest mind.

Save up to 50%—and more!

Besides the assurance of good entertainment, and the wonderful read-aloud sessions each selection provides for you and your child, you will be pleased by the savings in every book. Member's price is only $1.99 each (plus small mailing charge) for books regularly priced up to $3.65.

Mail Coupon at right for Introductory Package

If your child is of "beginning reader" or "read to me" age, enroll your youngsters now—and receive the introductory package shown above FREE, plus "Miss Suzy" as the first Program selection. You must be convinced of the pleasure and benefits this highly praised Program offers your child—or you may return the books in 10 days and owe nothing. Parents' Magazine's Read Aloud and Easy Reading Program, P.O. Box 161, Bergenfield, N. J. 07621

PRICING FROM KINDERGARTEN AND EASY GRADE TEACHERS

Every year thousands of kindergarten and first and second grade teachers make a special effort to introduce their pupils to Parents' Magazine's Read Aloud and Easy Reading Program. They like the quality of books offered through membership in the program and the satisfaction which grows each new book's arrival, and the benefits accruing to reading skills and general school work.
I'm just poppin' over to the pub, pet.

Okay, kid—don't drink it dry! Leave a drop for somebody else.

If I've told yer once, I've told yer a million times—not exaggerate!

Heh! Heh! Heh! Heh! Heh! Heh!

I said somethin' funny?

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!

March parade in like a lion under the Evans Big Top—just the greatest show on earth!

Sit right down on that sofa, little lady. Sink into the soft, luxurious polystyrene. Feel the rich, warm vinyl. Cozy anything he more comfortable! Look around you, at the magnificently carved club chair—the end table, the dark, handsome cocktail table. Imagine the room filled with your guests—mostly jeering friends. Can’t afford it? Not at the price you’d expect to pay for it—anywhere from $450 up. But at Evans Giant buying power prices, you can’t afford to pass it up.

Evans
Home Furnishings

Magnificent S.P. Spain Living Room Group

- FEDS -
**OPEN TODAY!**

**12 NOON — 7 P.M.**

OPEN 9 — 9 WEEKDAYS FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

---

**IMPERIAL YO-YO**

Perfectly balanced. Triangle shaped. Assorted colors in each pkg. Compare at $1.80. 66c ea.

**THE ORIGINAL SLINKY**

When you pull on this thing you'll be laughing. The original slinky. SAVE NOW! 66c ea.

**FUN! IMAGINATIVE! SILLY® PUTTY**

The real solid Squid, becomes higher as a rubber ball. Can be formed into almost any shape.

**IMPERIAL YO-YO**

Compare at $1.80. 66c ea.

**BUNTE MARSHMALLOWS CIRCUS PEANUTS**

1 lb. BAG

**PLAYGROUND SOCCER BALL**

While They Last - Just-

Compare at 99. 57c ea.

**2-PLAYER BADMINTON SET**


**MANTLE and MAYS BAT ’N BALL**

THE CHAMPIONS CHOICE

**REACH TETHER BALL OFFICIAL SIZE**


**STAR TREK TRACER GUN**


**TARZAN ARCHERY SET**

Big buy! For the first time in your neighborhood have one of these. Three 18" safety arrows. Fun for all. [NEW ONLY] 66c.

**WASP® CAP GUN**

4" Plastic, rubber, including 40 Super Bang Caps. Compare at $1.98. $1.33 ea.

**14 INCH PUNCH-O-BALL**

14" Diameter

**BUNTE MARSHMALLOWS CIRCUS PEANUTS**

1 lb. BAG

**64 SUPER BANG CAPS**

EASY LOADING

FAST UNLOADING

**MARVEL BEGINNER’S ROLLER SKATES**

For 7 years. For 5 years of age. Protecting straps. Laced Employee.

**9 1/2 INCH PLAY BALL**

9 inch diameter.

**PLAY-DOH MODELING COMPOUND**

4 PACK

**CIRCUS PEANUTS**

1 lb. BAG

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

Compare at 39c. 27c lb.

---

**ITEMS AND PRICES GOOD IN ALL T.G. & Y. STORES**

**SUNDAY & MONDAY MARCH 23-24**

**HOURS OF OPERATION**

12 NOON — 7 P.M.

**OPEN 9 — 9 WEEKDAYS FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE**

---

**DISCLAIMER**

All items are subject to availability. Prices and availability may vary by store. Please check with your local store for availability. **Items and Prices Good in All T.G. & Y. Stores.** **SUNDAY & MONDAY MARCH 23-24.** **HOURS OF OPERATION:** 12 NOON — 7 P.M. **OPEN 9 — 9 WEEKDAYS FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.**